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Wrapping material 
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has recently announced new rates for single wrapping of baggage at 
Rs 50 instead of Rs 200 for single wrapping and Rs 400 for double wrapping at all airports in 
Pakistan.  
 
While it is heartening, it is equally worrying because of deterioration in quality of wrapping material, 
not being at par with international standard of wrapping. As such baggages so wrapped, remains 
vulnerable to theft of contents and damage to checked-in baggage during ULD build-up at point of 
origin followed by manual loading in aircraft holds, its transportation in trolleys from aircraft to 
arrival area and final offloading on belt before its collection by passenger at the arrival point.  
 
The standard for wrapping material at foreign stations especially in the Middle Eastern countries, is 
quite different, highly protective and not known as ‘Single or Double Wrapping’. It is a must for all 
cartons, unlocked zipper and soft suitcases, in a uniform type of 6-7 rounds standardised wrapping, 
to ensure checked-in baggage with its contents remains safe. This wrapping material is very tough to 
remove during loading/offloading and requires scissor or knife to cut/remove it for opening such 
wrapped baggage on reaching home. 
 
In view of increasing reports of damage and pilferage sustained by baggage upon arrival in Pakistan 
on flights originating from the Middle Eastern countries, their civil aviation authorities asked airlines 
to advise passengers for mandatory wrapping of baggage, including zamzam cans. They operate 
several wrapping counters at airports on uniform standard wrapping without single or double term, as 
being done in Pakistan. Its strict implementation is controlled by representatives of airport 
management and airlines violating procedure are fined.   
 
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) of Pakistan is expected to watch use of quality wrapping material by 
its authorised vendors as per international standard at all airports in Pakistan, without choice of 
single or double rounded wrap to ensure wrapped baggage is safe, minimises cases of baggage 
damage/pilferage in order to achieve the purpose of wrapping.   
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